
Builder Manifestation

Read this out loud daily.. work on journalling your own
too if that feels good, use the manifestation blend with

this- wild orange, patchouli and ginger

I attract builders and my leaders attract builders who fully feel
the mission and vision of dōTERRA deeply in their entire being. 

They are grounded into the earth and can feel the power,
purity and potency of the plants and products. 

They choose to fully commit to building a dōTERRA business
and are all the way in immediately. 

They powerfully move through anything that might hold them
back to effortlessly bring even more amazing humans to

workshops and business trainings. 

They see the massive value in our incredibly generous loyalty
rewards program and are passionate about overhauling their
homes to remove synthetic products that damage their health

and the environment and replace them with incredible
dōTERRA products. 



Builder Manifestation

They love using our soaps, shampoo and conditioner,
deodorant, toothpaste, cleaning and laundry products,

MetaPWR and Lifelong Vitality daily and our amazing range of
supplements plus of course are obsessed with the essential oils

and have them on them all the time. 

They consistently show up and are disciplined with a powerful
growth mindset. They love building belief in others. Whether
that’s people in their own downline or in the wider dōTERRA

community. They are collaborative, humble and heart centred
but also back themselves FIERCELY and know their power,

worth and value. 

They are super duplicatable and are able to powerfully teach
the people they bring in to embody all of the above as well. 

The hyper growth and momentum we create as a team is HUGE
and each workshop and training we run grows bigger and

bigger. 

They rank advance consistently and consistently personally
enroll people and are able to help them commit to loyalty

rewards. 



Builder Manifestation

They are so excited at the prospect of creating true financial
freedom and genuine residual income. They see how powerful
this model is to create a thriving empire and are so grateful to

be part of such an amazing movement of healing and true
freedom. They are keen to do the work to build a pipeline that
will sustain them for life and allow them to truly live the life of

their absolute dreams. 

They have a large and thriving network and are excited to tap
into this and share the absolute GIFT that is dōTERRA with

these people. 

They are fun and make incredible friends and business
partners. They are seriously lit humans and bring other lit

humans to co-elevate with us in droves. 

They are passionate about wellness and fitness and are so
excited to be a part of something that creates immense and
global impact and healing. They are here to create a legacy

and have been waiting for something like this to come into their
lives. They are so grateful it’s here. 


